To against the demerits of slicing methods based on STL model in 3D printing, a sheet solid slicing method of 3D models is presented. In this method, a sheet solid which thickness is equal to the layer thickness is using to intersect with 3D model, and the result of the intersection is target sheet solid which upper and lower surface profiles are the 2D profiles of two neighbor layers at that position. One half of intersection is saved, and the slicing efficiency is increased. To reduce the idle running distance, the scanning path is optimized by utilizing minimum spanning tree algorithm, and the area filling algorithm is proposed to another manufacturing process. The case study results justified the feasibility and stability. The path optimization algorithm is independent from CAD systems.
Introduction
3D printing integrates multiple technologies such as numerical control technique, CAD, computer graphics, material science and technology, high energy beam machining, and so on [1] [2] [3] . The 3D CAD model was sliced into a series of 2D sheets, and then, the cross-section data was extracted to generate the machining codes. The slicing of 3D CAD model is the primary link in the 3D printing [4] [5] . According to the slicing methods, the slicing technology could be classified into two categories. One is based on indirect model such as STL models, and the other is based on direct slicing CAD models.
At present, most slicing methods are based on STL files. The STL model is a grid-level approximation of 3D model by a large number of triangles. There are some demerits in STL model such as normal vector inversion, crack, overlapping and so on [6] [7] [8] [9] . In most cases, the intention of designer and the geometrical information of 3D model are included in CAD model. The CAD model itself contains the topological information. The slicing quality could be improved by directly CAD model slicing method.
Based on above-mentioned circumstance, a sheet solid slicing method for 3D CAD model is developed. The thickness of sheet solid is equal to layer thickness of 3D printing. By intersecting sheet solid and 3D CAD model, target sheets are used to extract the cross-section data. Number of intersecting times can be reduced by half.
Technique process of slicing
The sheet solid presented in this paper is a solid of which the thickness is equal to layer thickness of 3D printing, and the 2D boundary is a little larger then the 3D solid. The sheet solid was build according to the fabrication orientation, and then the target sheet is obtained by intersecting sheet solid and 3D CAD model. The target sheet is the current layer of 3D model which will be 3D printed. Extract cross-section data of target sheet top and bottom surface, and then the original sheet solid move up double thickness to carry on next intersecting. Thus, the times of move and intersection reduce by half. The technique process of sheet solid slicing is shown in Fig.1 .
key algorithm
Extract the contour line object of target sheet top and bottom surface through API functions. The contour line object was described as cubic polynomial, shown in formula (1). The K is inherent coefficient of each curve which can be obtained by calling API functions. It determines the form and ICMMCCE 2015) position of a certain curve. Chose r from 0 to 1, and a series 3D coordinates of contour line will be obtained. 
The CAD coordinate system would be different from the 3D printer's coordinate system. So, the 3D coordinates of contour line obtained by formula (1) must be converted before inputting to the 3D printer. Let XYZ be the coordinates of CAD system, and X'Y'Z' be the coordinates of 3D printer. The X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis would be overlapped to the X'-axis, Y'-axis and Z'-axis through conversion as follows.
In which: 
By formula (1), set r from 0 to 1, a series 3D coordinates of contour line will be obtained. And by formula (2), the CAD system coordinates are converted to new coordinates inputted to 3D printer. The lines between the point and point constitute the process path in 3D printing. The 3D printing sample which uses the sheet solid slicing method is shown in Fig.2 . Fig.2 The sample of 3D printing
Summary
The slicing of 3D CAD model is the primary link in the 3D printing. There are some demerits in STL model based, such as normal vector inversion, crack, overlapping and so on. In this paper, a sheet solid slicing method for 3D CAD model is presented. By intersecting sheet solid and 3D CAD model, target sheets are used to extract the cross-section data. The number of intersecting times can be reduced by half. The practicality and stability of this method were proved by a great number of practical applications. The time-consuming of slicing work can be reduced by this method.
